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Simplifying Distances

YOUR WORLD WIDE PARTNER FOR

FREIGHT &
LOGISTICS

WHO WE ARE?

GALLOP SHIPPING W.L.L, is registered Shipping Company in QATAR accredited by WCA, has larger scale of operations to establish effective international

and regional coverage with a strong command and control centre. We committed to provide a wide range of Shipping & Logistics services and complete
Import / Export B2B value added Shipping services for all business entities with a sophisticated Logistics concept. We offer a broad portfolio of services
including Airfreight, Sea freight, Road freight, Transhipments, Customs Clearance, Packing and Crating, Domestic and International Inland Transportation, Consolidation, Multimodal Transportation, Freight Insurance and other Supply Chain Management Services.

DOOR TO DOOR
SERVICE
CHINA TO QATAR

Bring your Cargoes from any corner of China!
GALLOP SHIPPING offers fast, safe, reliable and cost
effective delivery of your cargos through our Consolidated
Shipping services from China to Qatar. We collect your
cargo from each and every corner of China. Single or
complex shipments of any sizes can be swiftly moved
and can do customs clearance rapidly and onward
delivery arranged including Custom Duty. We are
providing end to end Lump sum rate services including
Customs Duties for your Cargoes We strictly evaluate
the commodity volume in order to confirm whether the
commodity required a console movement method and
which mode is cost effective or not? As a part of
supporting our clients to reduce their movement cost,
only then we do propose the movement through
console mode. Mostly the less volume cargoes do
prefer the console method as the single movement is a
bit expensive rather than the console movement.

CARTON, CBM & CONTAINER BASED
Our expertise also includes providing a comprehensive
and tailor –made solutions to our customers which not
only efficient but also reliable and affordable. We can
offer you a Carton Based rate as well as Container Based
rate to bring your Cargoes from anywhere in China
&amp; INDIA. Our strength lies in its ability to move
Cost effectively and to handle all kind of country permitted cargoes to Qatar. We are always focused on our
customer’s requirements.

Contact Us For Business Enquiries

QATAR - +974 44116533
+974 3318 8700 / 3380 1516
China - Room No.429, Baiyun Hotel, Huanshi Dong Road No.367 YUEXIU DISTRICT, Guangzhou - China
YIWU - Mob: +86 15925971956, Guangzhou - Mob: +86 15013223930, Tel: +86 20 83313429/83313772

